
Class 
CHECK

Math ELA Writing Science Social Studies

Standards iReady Lesson 6 NBT.6 I can perform operations with 
multi-digit whole numbers. I can find quotients with 
remainders when dividing whole numbers with up to 
four-digit dividends and two-digit divisors, using 
rectangular arrays, area models, repeated subtractions, 
partial quotients, and/or the relationship between 
multiplication and division. Use models to make 
connections and develop the algorithm. 

RI 5.5 / RL 5.5 - Compare and Contrast and 
Point of View Skills

NC.W.3 Write narratives to develop 
real or imagined experiences or events 
using effective technique, descriptive 
details, and clear event sequences.

5.E.1.3 Explain how global patterns 
such as the jet stream and water 
currents influence local weather in 
measurable terms such as 
temperature, wind direction and 
speed, and precipitation.

5.G.1.4 Exemplify migration within or 
immigration to the United States in 
order to identify push and pull factors. 
(why people left why people came).

Learning Target iReady Lesson 5 NBT.6 I can perform operations with 
multi-digit whole numbers using division

• I can identify text structure specific to 
informational text • I can compare and 
contrast the structure of events, ideas, 
concepts, and information two or more text • 
I can compare the purpose of the text 
structure

learning to apply my knowledge of 
narrative writing to create an effective 
fictional story.

•I can explain how global patterns 
influence the local temperature.
•I can explain how global patterns 
influence wind direction and speed 
locally.
•I can explain how global patterns 
influence precipitation locally.
•I know jet stream and water currents 
are global patterns that influence 
weather.

I can explain why and how early 
Americans arrived on the continent of 
North America.

Essential 
Questions

I can preform division with a 4 digit number by a 2 digit
number using models, partial quotients, and the 
standard algorithm. 

I can compare and contrast using 
informational text. 

How can I use my personal experiences 
to develop a well written narrative?

EQ:  Explain how global weather 
patterns influence local temps, wind 
direction, speed, precipitation, and 
weather.

What is migration and why do do
people migrate?

Resources Lesson 6 in Ready math IB and PB. Study Jam on 
multiplication. Single Digit SJ double digit SJ Study 
Island. iReady lessons in math Division PP
NC_2018_US5M_L06_PPT.pptx

Readworks, Pearson, Read Theory, iReady 
Reading lessons , Reading Express, Study 
Island

Read, Write, Think, Ready Writing 
Teacher Toolbox

Pearson Science B 1 Weather
Ms. Dilworth’s Science, Ducksters, 
Study Island, Videos
Generation Genius: Username: BFE
Passcode: Bulldogs
Pearson and Study Island

https://legacy.calacademy.org//human
-odyssey/map/
Studies Weekly
Readworks
Pearson

Other 3 Column notes vocab: Division, Divisor, dividend, 
quotient, partial quotient, remainder. 

Word Wall in Pearson context clues, question, 
realistic fiction, reread, sentence fragment, 
statement

3 column notes: weather, 
meteorologist, temperature, 
thermometer, precipitation, rain 
gauge, wind vane, anemometer, air 
pressure, barometer, bar graph

Week of Nov 9-13

5th Grade Week at a Glance
Week at a Glance is subject to change depending on the needs of the students and/or class.  
If you have any questions, concerns, or comments, do not hesitate to contact me.    


